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Abstract. Fecessary and sufficient conditions for uniformities of uniftxm co wergence on 
members of a 1 ollection to be realcompact are given. Theorems concenrjng commutation of 
products and the Hewitt realcompaz:ification aie proved by means of function spaces. As 
corollaries, soMe results concerning z-closed projections and products oa k-spaces we obtained. 
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The first part of this paper deals with a generaliiation to reaicompact- 
ness of known and mostly easy assertions concerning pseudocorqact- 
ness and compactness of function spaces. Measurability of cardinals 
plays a great role here. As an example compare the following result (by 
C”(P) we mean here the set of all continuous functions on 63 into the 
unit interval I = [O, 11 and by an interior covering f 41 a syc;tem such that 
the interiors of its members cover the space): 
C,(P) with the topology of uniform convergence on members of an 
interior covering of P is 93rnpact (or reaIcompact) if and only if all tl3e 
ers of the covering ;o;e finite (of nonmeasurable cardin:Ji* ‘es, 
respectively) (see Theorem 1). 
0 
In the 
ion o 
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spaces from the first part with compact-open topologies, our investiga- 
ne to uniformiz modifications of k-spaces. 
orems ‘t and 8. sequences concerning z- 
act sp~ks and of k’-spaces I 
he terminology of [4] and [ B Cl] is used. All the to o&al spaces 
under consideration are supposed to be uniformizable 
mention now notation and terms not defined in ,[4] and [ B 01 or used 
more frequently in the sequel. A uniform space P is said to be projec- 
tively (,or inlductivell/) generated [4] by a family of mappings {fi} on P 
into uniform spaces (or on uniform spaces into P) if P is endowed with 
the coarsest (or finest, respectively) unifol unity rendering all the fi u+ 
formly continuous; a similar definition can be given for a generating in 
other categories. ‘e shall say, following [6] i that a topological space is 
a k’qnce if cant uous real-valued functions on P coincide with func- 
tions on P continuous on compact subsets of P. The k’-mod 
k’P of r~ tophological space P is the space projectively genera 
real-valued functions on P continuous on compact subsets 
‘P is the uniformizable, modification of the k-modification of P). A 
topological space is called pseudo-nl-compact [ 161 if each of its uni- 
formizable coverings has a subcovering of cardinality smaller than ITI 
(for many other characterizations of pseudo-m-compactness (under a 
ifferent name) see [9] I and for the case III being the first measurable 
cardinal see [ 141). For the sa.ke of simplicity we shall use equalities an.1 
inclusions between function spaces instead of canonical bijections and 
,njections (e.g., C(PX C(Q)), etc.). The symbol 111 stands for 
irota’s Theorem [ 26; 101 wil! be used 
only if it has a co 
spaces (Theorem 3 1. 
e begin with an easy lemma generalizing known assertions o 
boundedness of rojectively generated uniform s 
[ 2,11.42], [4, p. 7021). e remind from [ 169 that the covering 
character of a uniformity is tlz smallest cardinal greater th.an t.he car{ 
nals of all uniformly discrete sx:bspaces. All the results in this section 
except those concerning C(B) remain true after re acing 1x11 by we an 
realcompactness by compactness (hence UP by pa) - in that case t 
are well-known. We suppose that Lemma 1 and Propositiozls I, 2 are 
known or at least almost’known; we state them here only blecause of 
comple’teness. 
a 1. Let fi be mappings on a set P into uniform spi:lcec;. 
the uniformity on P projectively generated by {fi} has covering charac- 
ter smaller than an infinite cardinal 11 if and only if every J;:[ 
covering character smaller than n. 
OQ%. Since a uniformity has covering character smaller- than n if a 
only if it has a sub-basis of uniform coverings of car-dim&ties maller 
than n [ 16, p. 24 Y the proof follows from the following two facts: 
inverse images under& of sub-bases Of fi[ 3 for all i form a su 
P. Uniformly 
ing charactebs 
uous surjective mapp 
domains. 
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fine modifications and the result goes: P is realcompact if and o:lly if 
are pseudo- t’t -corn 
is a subset of P then 
ion of all elements of 9” to A. 
et SQ be a covering of a topological space P and Q be 
ssume: that 9 is a set of mappings on P into 
iformSty of uniform convergence on members of ~4 . 
hen the covering character of 9 is smaller than an infinite cardinal tt if 
and only if the coverin,g character of the uniformity on ‘FL4 of uniform 
rgence is smaller thaw 11 for each A E d . 
. Sinrze. (see [ 16, lp. 2283) the unifor:trCy on F IS projectively 
erated by restricti’on mappings fern 9 onto F IA, where F I A are 
endowed with the uniformi ties of uniform convergence, our result 
follows from Lemma 1. 
Jlary. Let SQ be ai covering of a tcpclogical space P and Q k’e a 
uniform space. Assume that a set F of’ mappings on P into Q has a 
complete uniformity of uniform convergence on members of SQ , Then 
is, reakompact if and only if the covering character of the uniformity 
on 5r IA of uniform convergence is at most m for each A E d . 
P= space C;(B) endowed with the topology of unikm convergence 
act if and only if card P is nonmeasurable; indeed, C’(PI; is 
zable and a metrizable space is realcompact if and only if card P 
le proof ws communicated to the author 
ace C,(P) is a closed subspace of C(P) en- 
~~niformity of uniform convergence, thz same assertkn 
), it follows from the foregoing that C,(P) h. 2 zovering c’ 
at most m if and only if card A < HI for each1 A E d . E!n 
C*(P) is a uniform subspace of C(P), our assertion is true 
Assume that uctively generated by membe 
covering ~2 . Then the topology on C,(P) (or C(P)) of uniform conver- 
gence on members of dI is realcompact if and only if all t?ne members o 
~4 have nonmeasurable cardkAities. 
The proof follows from the preceding proposition and from the fact 
that in our case the uniformity under consideration is complete. 
As usual in similar situations th.e last statement remains true if we 
omit the assumption on inductive generation of P by SQ and study the 
function :pace of mappings continuous on members of sd instead of 
C,(P) or C(P). 
ary. Let P be a l&space. Then C,(P) (or C(P)) with the co 
open topology is realcompact if and only if each compact set in P is o 
nonmcasurable cardinality .
We obtain a condition on realcompactness of C,(P) and Cc 
using another method expressed in the following proposition ( 
denote a discrete space of car 
is a complete unifo 
130 M. Hdek, tr;ledcompuctness of function spces and V/P X Q) 
y i.14, emem 31, cad P’ < m l The converse imphcation of our 
theorem follows by Shbta’s Theorkm. 
iaere is a nice group of unifor ) satisfying the inclusion 
ities of uniform convergence on mem- 
n interior covering If we have an interior covering SQ of 
ntoP.j.e., sQp={AfVIAEgQ} 
(then 4rQ is called an interior extension of dp), then the spaces C,(P) 
and C@P) endowed with the uniformities of uniform convergence on 
members of SQ, or SQ , respectively, are uniformly homeomorphic. 
Hence by Proposition 4, we get the following theorem. 
2. Let :fl be an interior covering of a topological space P 
admitting an interior extension onto UP. Then &j(P) (or C(P)) with the 
topology of uniform convergence on members of d is realcompact if 
and only if P is of nonmeasurable CP 5nality. 
e do not know if we may replace i,r Theorelm 2 the interior cover- 
ing by a coveri inductively generating the topology of UP; we proba- 
bly cannot use oposition 4 in this case because for uniformities on 
cf(Q) of uniform convergence on members of a covering inductivelv 
gene-ating Q, the inclusion C,(PX Q) 3 C(P, C’(Q)) does not hold ” 
enerally. 
paring Theorems 1 and 2 we receive 
3. A space P is of nonmeasurable cardinality if and only if 
nterior covering by sets of nonmeasurabte cardinalities ad- 
interior extension onto 1) P. 
the latter corollary in compact spaces :is 
n, in the compact case we 
compactness by pseudocompactness (i.e., ifP is pseudoeo 
has an open covering composed of finite sets, then P is fi 
ace T, of all cardinals smaller than MI endowed with t 
is locally compact pseudocompact. each of its compact sets is of non- 
measurable cardina still card Tm = fol, we carnot do a similar re- 
placement in the rekompact case. ay do that only in the case 
wher, tr‘le use uniformizable coverings instead of open coverings (since a 
space :s pseudo-IrI-compact if and only if its Hewitt realcsm 
tion is a completion of its fine uniformity): 
If R is pseudo-m-compact and has a uniformlzable cove:rin 
of sets with nonmeasurable cardinak thsn P is of nonmeasu 
na!ity. 
Th.e special case CG’ uniformly ocally compact pseudo- 111 -compact 
spaces is also special because .cuch spaces are locakly co 
pact (they are locally compact paracompact (see [ 18, 
There remains an open uestion: Is it true that any realcompact 
k-space such t at each of its compact sets is of nonrheasurable cardi- 
nality is itself of non easurable cardinality? his problem is co 
stated before Theorem 3. 
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C(Px Q) c C(P, C(Q)) c C(uP, C( 
a similar methold has been used Il,n he main differenbe is that 
0 not need for extending mip ngs from P into C(Q) onto VP the 
) to be! realcompact ;, vhat we need is that closures off [P] 
of Izourse:, this assumption differs from the former 
one only in the case card Q is measurable and it is true that in a model 
of set-theory without measurable cardinals, most of our results are con- 
tained in [ 63,. 
It follows from the Glicksberg-Frolik theorem [ 11; 83 that there 
exist noncompact spaces P such that p(PX Q) = PPX Q for any compact 
space Q. The situation for realcompact spaces is probably similar 
rovided measur;able,cardinals exist. For the case of nonmeasurable 
cardinals, if u(P X Q? = uPX Q for- any realcompact space Q then P is 
realcompact (see [ 13; 191); since this assertion is stated without proof 
in [ 131 and its prcof differs from that in [ 191 we shall give a complete 
proof here (we shall prove more). 
be a space,, t E (3P\P and 44 be an interior covering of 
:nce on members of ~4 then the evaluation m 
) -+ I cannot be continuoAy extended to any point of 
the s;:me lemma, u( 
sets of nonmeasurable carxli,*laJs., Q can be 
realcompact opology (Theorem 1). 
5.2) has the f’ollowing form: 
is realcompact. We can a 
P must be of nonmelasurable cardinality. 
If P is not realcompact space Q constructed in [ 191 such that 
u (P X Q) # UP X u Q is a paracompact space with a unique: cluster point. 
Our Theorem 4 also entails that if u(PX Q, = UP X [i4F for any zealcomp;lct 
space Q (i.e., if P belongs to the class% defined in 119, @I), then 
either P is rea compact or it has no open covering b:\,r sets with nonmeas- 
urable cardinals. 
Now, we will apply the results af section 1 to toykogies of uniform 
convergence in order to obtStin solutions of the equation u(PX Q) = 
UP X uQ_ The following argumeblt will appear severA times in the sequel: 
(*) Let C(Q) be endowed w&h a complete uniformity of unifom con- 
vergence on members o:‘a covering of Q. Then C(9, C(Q)) = 
)) if and only if either is pseudo- 111 -rzompac t or each member 
ring of Q is of nonmeasurable cardinality . 
condition on the covering of Q is equivalent with rekom- 
pactness of C(Q). If C( en clearly C(B, C( 
C(uP, C(Q)); if P is pseudo-m-compact, then for each f : P -+ 
5, If vr[Px Q) = UP x vQ trnd the 
efll the projection 
onmeasurable 
+ hi this proof, the spaces C( and C(vQ) are endowed with 
lo&s of uniform converg e. The equality v(P 
is equivalent to the equality C(vPX v 
jectisn of VP X vQ onto VP is z-closed if and only if C(v 
)) [ 22, Theorem 1.51 (we have made use here of a homeo- 
morphism betwelen C(Q) and C(arQ)). Since always C(vP, C(Q)) If 
C(Q)), our assumptions entail that G(PX ) c W! C(Q)), which 
is equiva!ent o the fact that prP : P x Q + P is z-closed. Assume now 
that either P is pseudo-nl-compact or Q is of nDnmeasurable cardinalit!l. 
Then by (*), C(P, C(Q)) = C(cP, C(Q)). If prF is z-closed then i’(PX Q> 
)) = lC(tlP, C(Q)) e C(uPX vQ). Consequently, v(P X Q) = 
and ~u,,~ : VP X vQ =+ v P is z-closed. 
mplication ‘6p,~P z-closed entails v(P X Q) = UP X u Q” for 
nonmeasurable was proved in [ 3, Theorems 3.1,s .3] (Theorem 
3.1. is formulareId for closed projections but the proof utifizes only 
z-closedness). 
Q be pseudocompact and either P be pseudo-m-compact 
mcxsurable cardinahty. Then v(P X Q) = UP X vQ if and 
X (1 -+ P is z-closed. 
[27]. Let P, seudocompact spaces. Then F X 
-npact if and only if p+ is z-closed. 
141 shows that there exist a seudo@ompsct 
space Y of ~onrn~as~~rab~~ c 
e assumption ’ is a k-soace” in Theorem 6 * 
IIn the rest of this papel- all the function spaces ~nsi 
dowed with corn act -open 1 t apologies. 
7. Let P be a rea compact k’-3pace and Q a space such that 
C(uQ, C(P) j c C(v Q x P). If either any compact subset of P is of ~OII- 
measurable caa is pseudo- ItI-co act, then u CP X 
uQ. The converse holds if axed only if C( 
sof. All the assertions follow almost at once from the formulae 
where the last equality is in fact our assumption and the middle one is 
valid bsr [*) (sinex P is a k’-space) if and oniy if either Q is ;?seucfo-nt- 
compact or every compact set in P has a nonmeasurable caydinality. 
e need not suppose in Theo is a l&space; in that case 
we have to write C(k’B) instead he intro&xtion). 
it we do not obtain any generalization of 
(k’.?‘)) c C(vQ x P) t 
. IfP is locally compact realcompact hen C(uQ, C(P)) = C(uQ X P), 
,9(P)) =: C( Q X P) anId, by Corollary (b j to Theorem 3, card P < nt 
m every compact set in P as a non ~neasurable cardireality . Thus 
(a) ik proved. n (b) and (c) it suffices I:O notice that the assumptions 
are ~M?Ficien t for the equalities C(UQ, C(P)) = C@Q X P), or 
C(Q, C(P)) = C’(QX PI, respectively (see [20; 31). 
The conditions in Corollary (c) are satisfied if e.g., 4) is a realcompact 
k’-space and both Q, u Q are locally compact, but it is very difficult to 
infer from properties of Q whether UQ is locally compact (for a detailed 
st!~dy of this question see [ 5; 61). Corollary (a) for card P < III is stated 
as Corollary 2.2 in ]6] and the first corollary in [S] (for compact P 
card P <: 1.11 the result was reproved by another way in [ 1 I). 
Corollaries (bl) and (c) for nonmeasurable cardinals are special cases of 
the next corollary although in general they are not its special cases. The 
next theorem (which was stated without proof i:n [ 131) seems to com- 
prise Theorem 7 but one can show by examples that Theorem 7 is not 
eorem 8. Let P be a k’space and C(uP, C(k’uQ)) CC C(uPX uQ). If 
either e*rery compact subset of P has nonmeasslrable cardinahty or Q 
is pseudo-m-compact and if either P is pseudo-IIt-compact or every COZII- 
et of UQ has a nonmeasurable cardinality, then u(P X Q) = 
The converse holds if UQ is a k’-space and c(PX Q) = C(Q, C(P)). 
we suppose that P is a k’-space then the following sequence of 
relations holds 
, C(P)) e: C’(k’uQ, C(P)) 
nce that C(Q, C 
encc the proof is $8 
Now it is possible to combine known results on the equalit& 
j = C(vP X vQ) or C 
ries to Theorem 8. 
or aq. (a). If P is a k-space, rhin (card P, car3 (Q) < nt and .:ther 
VP X vQ is a k’-space or UC is loc;~lly compact, then v(P x 
(b). Let P be a k’-space, Q be a pseudocompact space. Then 
v(pX Q)= VP X vQ if and only if either P is pseudo-rtl-compact or
card Q < in . 
(c). If Q is pseudo-rr:-compact, P X v and v P x u Q are k‘-s>aces,, 
then v(PX Q) = VP X vQ if and only if either P is pseudo-nl-cornpact or 
y compact subset of Q has nonmeasurable cardinal. iJ 
of. The conditions stated in (a) are special cases of those from 
Theorem ?3 (if vPX vQ is a k’ pace, then C(vP, C&Q)) = C(uPx 
(see [ 20,3])). In (b), cation follows trivially from T’heo 
For the converse implication, If P is a k’-space and. Q is pseudoco 
then C(PX Q) c C(Q, C(P)) = C(/? , C(P), = C( $Q x Pj arl 
quently, T(P X Q) = C(Q, C(P)); if moreover v(P X j = vi’ X vQ, then 
by Theorem 8 either P is pseudo-m-compact or card Q < II:. The 
of (c) is almost :he same as that of(b). 
Corollary (a) is a gx-rerahzation of [ 6, Theorem 4.5 1. Coroillaries [
and (c) for nonmeasurable cardinals coincide with <lorollary 2.5 and 
[6, Theorem 2.71 (also with the second corollary in [5]). 
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obtained the following assertion in the proof of 
is a pseudocompact J&space, then .P X Q is a k’- 
be used to prove a more general theorem (see [ 151): 
‘-siJacJe 1’ with an arl trary l&space is again a l&space 
only if P is kcally relatively pseudocompact. 
]I that u(PX PP) = VP X /3P if and only if P is P- 
any :on:inuous pseudometric on P can be ex- 
s pseuctometric c n UP). IS we use Corollary (a) to 
VP x ,p P if and only if ei 
ct. Thus (a generalization of [ 25, 
if P is pseudo-llr-compact. 
neralization of one 
is a dense C-embedded 
ace of P and Q is pseudo-tIccompact, 
in v 
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